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The theory of ferrimagnetic echo is considered for the case when the frequency of the second pulse 
field is equal to the doubled frequency of the first pulse. This echo has previously been observed ex
perimentally. The Heisenberg equations are solved for the spin-wave amplitudes and an expression 
is found for the echo signal amplitude. The three-magnon process of homogeneous precession decay 
into spin wave quanta plays an important role in the formation of the response. The possibility of ob
serving amplification of the signal with increase of the delay time is discussed. 

COMSTOCK and Raymond[ll reported observation of 
echo signals in an yttrium iron garnet, when the fre
quency of the second pulse of the alternating field, 
equal to double the frequency of the first pulse, coin
cided with the resonant frequency of the homogeneous 
precession. The echo was observed at the frequency of 
the field of the first pulse, i.e., at a frequency corre
sponding to the region of additional absorption[21. So 
far there is no calculation whatever of the indicated 
phenomenon .. with the exception of the qualitative dis
cussion in [lJ. 

As is well known[31, an alternating field applied per
pendicular to the constant field ensures a linear con
nection between the spin waves and the electromag
netic field, and this connection becomes stronger in 
the presence of inhomogeneity of the constant field. 
Accordingly, the first pulse of the exciting field, of 
duration at h excites linearly in the sample coherent 
spin waves with wave vectors k (k-magnons), the 
frequency wk of which is equal to the frequency WI of 
the pulse field. During the time T between the exciting 
pulses, the coherent phase of the spin system becomes 
dephased because of the inhomogeneity of the local 
field. 

The action of a second pulse of duration at2 and 
carrier frequency W2 = 2w I = Wo on the sample (wo is 
the homogeneous-precession frequency) can be de
scribed in the following manner. We assume that the 
power of the pulse field exceeds the threshold for the 
first pulse excitation zone[21. In the initial period at' 
of the pulse, the magnons of the homogeneous preces
sion (O-magnons) increase linearly to the threshold 
level or somewhat higher, and after the instability 
threshold is reaChed, during the time at" (at' + at" 
= at2) parametric excitation of the k-magnons begins 
(the so-called first-order process). After the pulse 
has passed, the macroscopic coherent moment is again 
de phased in the local field. 

The Hamiltonian of the problem is 

de = de. + de. + de,; 'uo = E liw. c. +c., 

• 
,U, = 1i E (~.;exp(- iw;t)c.+ + ~./ exp(iw/)c.), 

• 
"IG 1i~( + ++ ; + ) 
c.1t;lz = 2 ~ gk COCk C_A gil. Co cke_II • 

.... 0 

(1) 

Here ;tCo is the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed system 
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of magnons, Jel is the operator of magnon interaction 
with the alternating magnetic field, and 702 describes 
the parametric connection between the 0- and k-mag
nons. The operators c~ (co) and ck (Ck) are respec-
ti vely the creation (annihilation) operators of the 0-
and k-magnons, i3kj is the parameter of the coupling 
between the alternating field and the spin waves, gk is 
the parameter of the three-magnon interaction of the 
homogeneous precession with the spin waves, and 
j = 1, 2. 

To calculate the response we solve the Heisenberg 
equations for the operators co(t) and Ck(t): 

Immediately before the second pulse, the operator 
Ck(T) is given by 

(2) 

The quantity 11k, introduced as an imaginary increment 
to the natural frequency of the spin waves, describes 
the irreversible damping of the k-magnons (this damp
ing is neglected during the time of action of the pulses). 

The action of the second pulse is described by the 
equations 

, i ~ 
Co = - iwoco - 2.t.... g,c,c_I' - i~" exp( - iw,t) , .... (4a) 

(4b) 

In the initial period of the second pulse (during the 
time at') there are excited mainly O-magnons, so that 
the linear term of (4a) can be neglected. We then have 

Co(ll.t') = [Co(T) - i~ozM'lexp(-iw2ll.t'), (5 ) 

We assume that, after a certain value above threshold 
is reached, the amplitude of the homogeneous preces
sion remains stationary during the time at": 

Co(t) =c.(M')exp(-iw2t). 

Substituting this expression in (4b) we obtain for the 
parametrically excited spin waves 

c. (oM,) = [c. (ll.t') ch P.ll.t" - ; (g. I p.) c. (M') c. + (M') sh p.ll.t"l (6) 
x exp (-iw,M") , 

p.= !g.![co+(.ll.t')co(M')]"', (6a) 

After the end of the second pulse, at the instant of 
time t (the time is reckoned from the instant of 
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termination of the first pulse), ck(t) takes the form 

Ck(t) = c.(llt,) exp{ -i(Wk - iTlk) (t -.)}. (7) 

Using (3), (6), and (7) we obtain for the diagonal 
part of the operator ck(t), which describes the ampli
tude of the coherent echo signal (T » ~tl,2) 

[Ck(t) ldiag = -i/lk ,"M,II02M' (gk I pk)sh p,iM" (8) 
x exp (-T]kt - iwk(t - 2.)} 

Taking into account the scatter of the local frequency, 
we represent wk in the form 

Wk(r) =w.'+llwk(r); 

it follows then from (8) that the macroscopic coherent 
echo signal appears at the instant of time t '" 2T. It is 
also seen from (8) that the amplitude of the echo at
tenuates exponentially with increasing T. In principle, 
the echo signals can become amplified with increasing 
T, as in the case of the (w, w) sequence of the pulses [41. 

If the second pulse is strong enough, then the number 
of O-magnons will exceed the threshold value after 
termination of the pulse, and the unstable growth of 
the k-magnons will continue during the initial period 
of the relaxation. Notice should be taken, however, of 
the following essential differences in the excitation of 
the echo for the (w, w) and (w, 2w) pulse sequences: 
a) In the case of the (w, w) sequence the echo is the 
response of homogeneous precession, whereas in the 
second case the echo is the response of a spin-wave 
system with much weaker coupling to the electromag
netic fields. b) In the case of the (w, w) sequence, the 
most important role in the amplification of the echo is 
played by the two-magnon scattering by inhomogenei
ties of the local magnetic field, wherein O-magnons are 
converted into k-magnons and vice versa. In the case 
of the (w, 2w) sequence, this process contributes ex
clusively to the damping of the signal. It is therefore 

more likely to observe not amplification but attenua
tion of the signal with increasing T. 

It would be necessary to take into account in the 
calculation the irreversible phase relaxation due to the 
propagation of the spin waves over the sample. 
Actually, the propagation velocity is small for the long
wave k-magnons, and the diffusion can be neglected. 
For example, putting Vgr RJ 103 cm/sec and T '" 10-7 

sec, we obtain for the distance traversed by the mag
non between pulses the value ~1O-4 cm, which is much 
smaller than the sample dimensions. 

In conclusion we note that, just as in the case of 
cyclotron echo[Sl, calculation analogous to the fore
going does not lead to the occurrence of an echo for 
the (2w, w) sequence of pulses. 

Note added in proof (21 August 1972). Remarks a) and b) pertain to 
the case of short-wave magnons and are of no importance for long-wave 
magnetostatic modes, so that in the latter case there is amplification of 
the signal, as was demonstrated experimentally by V. V. Danilov, V. I. 
Suchakov, and A. V. Tychinskii (ZhETF Pis. Red. 15,520 (1972) 
[JETP Lett. 15, 368 (1972)]). 
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